ART ON THE BLOCK

EDMONTON DESTINATION HOTELS
WESTEND

EDMONTON DESTINATION HOTELS
DOWNTOWN

EDMONTON DESTINATION HOTELS
SOUTHSIDE

IN COLLABORATION WITH DDB CANADA, EDMONTON
Casse Noisette
INTRODUCING LOTTO MAX.
Jackpots that start at $10 million and can reach $50 million. When it does, we add MAXMILLIONS™ additional prizes of $1 million to create even more millionaires. Start Dreaming.

LIVE YOUR DREAMS TO THE MAX

WHEN IT HITS $50 MILLION WE ADD MAXMILLIONS

lwc.com
THERE'S NOTHING FUN ABOUT AN EMPTY LUNCH BAG.

Provide a much-needed meal by liking this bag at feedakid.ca
#FEEDAKID

SCHOOL LUNCH DONATION DRIVE IN COLLABORATION WITH DDB CANADA, EDMONTON
MERCI !